Please cite this article as: Griffis, J.C., Metcalf, N.V., Corbetta, M., Shulman, G.L., Damage to the shortest structural paths between brain regions is associated with disruptions of resting-state functional connectivity after stroke, NeuroImage (2020), doi: https://doi.Abstract 1 Focal brain lesions disrupt resting-state functional connectivity, but the underlying 2 structural mechanisms are unclear. Here, we examined the direct and indirect effects of 3 structural disconnections on resting-state functional connectivity in a large sample of 4 sub-acute stroke patients with heterogeneous brain lesions. We estimated the impact of 5 each patient's lesion on the structural connectome by embedding the lesion in a 6 diffusion MRI streamline tractography atlas constructed using data from healthy 7 individuals. We defined direct disconnections as the loss of direct structural connections 8 between two regions, and indirect disconnections as increases in the shortest structural 9 path length between two regions that lack direct structural connections. We then tested 10 the hypothesis that functional connectivity disruptions would be more severe for 11 disconnected regions than for regions with spared connections. On average, nearly 12 20% of all region pairs were estimated to be either directly or indirectly disconnected by 13 the lesions in our sample, and extensive disconnections were associated primarily with 14 damage to deep white matter locations. Importantly, both directly and indirectly 15 disconnected region pairs showed more severe functional connectivity disruptions than 16 region pairs with spared direct and indirect connections, respectively, although 17 functional connectivity disruptions tended to be most severe between region pairs that 18 sustained direct structural disconnections. Together, these results emphasize the 19 widespread impacts of focal brain lesions on the structural connectome and show that 20 these impacts are reflected by disruptions of the functional connectome. Further, they 21 indicate that in addition to direct structural disconnections, lesion-induced increases in 22 the structural shortest path lengths between indirectly structurally connected region 23 pairs provide information about the remote functional disruptions caused by focal brain 24 lesions. 25 26
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J.G and G.S designed the analyses and wrote the paper. J.G and N.M. performed data processing and analyses. J.G., G.S., and M.C. edited the paper. G.S. and M.C. contributed data and other resources. shows a simple network where regions A and D are directly structurally connected to 3 each other (yellow line), and therefore have an SSPL equal to 1. The brain on the right 4 shows the SSPL (yellow line) between regions A and D after the direct structural 5 connection has been disrupted by a lesion (red X): the SSPL between regions A and D 6 is now 2 because the shortest path passes through region C. This is an example of how 7 direct structural disconnections increase SSPLs between disconnected regions. (b) The 8 brain on the left shows an alternative network configuration where regions A and D are 9 indirectly structurally connected to each other via mutual connections to region C 10 (yellow line), and therefore have an SSPL equal to 2. The brain on the right shows the 11 SSPL (yellow line) between regions A and D after the structural connection between were used to estimate the expected direct structural disconnections for each patient by 3 intersecting the MNI-registered lesion mask with streamline tractography atlas (Fig. 3c) . 4 For each patient, all streamlines that intersected the lesion were extracted into a 5 359x359 direct structural disconnection matrix where each cell quantified the number of 6 streamlines between each region pair that intersected the lesion. The direct structural 7 disconnection matrix was then subtracted from the atlas-derived structural connectivity 8 matrix to obtain a spared structural connection matrix where each cell quantified the 9 number of streamlines between each region pair that were spared by the lesion. The 10 direct structural disconnection and spared structural connection matrices were then 11 normalized by dividing each cell by the corresponding number of streamlines in the 12 atlas structural connectivity matrix so that each cell in the normalized spared structural 13 connection and direct structural disconnection matrices quantified the proportion of 14 streamlines between each region pair that was spared vs. directly disconnected by the 15 lesion, respectively. Each matrix was then binarized by setting all non-zero values to 1.
16
To ensure that our results were not dependent on the binarization threshold, we also 17 performed our main analyses using a binarization threshold of 50% disconnection 18 relative to the atlas (Fig. S4b ) Example direct structural disconnections and spared 19 structural connections are shown for an example patient in Figure 3d . 20 For each patient, a patient-specific SSPL matrix was created by applying the 21 breadthdist function to that patient's spared connection matrix. The atlas SSPL matrix 22 was then subtracted from the patient-specific SSPL matrix to obtain an SSPL difference 23 matrix where cells corresponding to region pairs with preserved SSPLs had values 24 equal to 0 and cells corresponding to region pairs with increased SSPLs had values 25 greater than 0. The SSPL difference matrix was then binarized so that all cells 26 corresponding to region pairs with increased SSPLs had values of 1. Values for all cells 27 that corresponded to directly structurally connected region pairs were set to 0 so that 1-28 valued cells in the resulting matrix corresponded to structurally un-connected region 29 pairs that sustained indirect disconnections. A spared indirect connection matrix was 30 then created where all cells that corresponded to structurally un-connected region pairs with spared SSPLs had values equal to 1. All subsequent analyses involving these 1 matrices utilized only the above-diagonal elements (i.e. upper triangles) of each matrix.
2
Example SSPLs and indirect structural disconnections are shown for an example 3 patient in Figure 3d . contralesional hemisphere, which were spared by the right hemisphere lesion. Note:
13
SSPL calculations also considered cortico-subcortical connections, but these 14 connections are not shown in the matrices above. All brain images are shown in 15 neurological convention (i.e. the left side of the brain is on the left).
16 17 2.7. fMRI data processing 18 The following steps were used to preprocess the fMRI data: slice-timing 19 correction using sinc interpolation, correction of inter-slice intensity differences resulting 20 from interleaved acquisition, normalization of whole-brain intensity values to a mode of 21 1000, correction for distortion via synthetic field map estimation, and within-and 22 between-scan spatial re-alignment. The fMRI data were re-aligned, co-registered to the 23 corresponding structural scans, registered to atlas space using both linear and 24 nonlinear registration procedures, and resampled to 3mm cubic voxel resolution.
25
Additional preprocessing was employed to remove contributions from non-neural 26 sources of signal variance. The six head motion parameters obtained from rigid body 27 correction were regressed from the data along with the global whole-brain signal and 28 signals from CSF and white matter tissue compartments that were extracted using 29 FreeSurfer tissue segmentations (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999) . Band-pass 30 filtering (0.009 < f < 0.08 Hz) was applied to retain low-frequency fluctuations. Frame 31 censoring was applied using a 0.5mm framewise displacement threshold, and frames 32 that succeeded high-motion frames were also censored to reduce artifacts related to 33 head motion (Power et al., 2014) . For each run, the first four frames were discarded to 34 allow for the scanner to reach steady-state magnetization. modified by replacing lesioned voxels with normal tissue voxels from the structural atlas, 7 and the inverse transformation was applied to return the modified volume to native 8 space. The registration/segmentation procedures were then re-run, and the modified 9 voxels were masked out after running the procedures as described in a previous 10 publication on approaches to studying functional connectivity after stroke (Siegel et al.,
.
12
Each hemisphere was resampled to 164,000 vertices, and the two hemispheres Patient functional connectivity matrices were converted to z-score matrices by 7 subtracting the control mean functional connectivity matrix and dividing the result by the 8 control standard deviation functional connectivity matrix (Fig. 4b) . Each cell in the 9 resulting matrices therefore quantified the distances (in standard deviation units) .4b) , and to account for 16 the fact that the sets of edges that are directly/indirectly disconnected vary across patients due to the fact that lesion sizes and locations are heterogeneous (Fig. 2) . We first assessed the relationship between the extents of direct vs. indirect 9 disconnections sustained across patients. This was accomplished by linearly regressing 10 the total number of region pairs that sustained direct disconnections on the number of 11 region pairs that sustained indirect disconnections. Linear regressions were also 12 performed to assess the relationships between direct/indirect disconnection extents and
We also assessed whether particular lesion foci were associated with more 1 extensive disconnections across patients. Since the extent of direct disconnections was 2 strongly related to the extent of indirect disconnections (see Section 3.2, Fig.5c) , we 3 defined a combined total disconnection extent measure as the total number of direct 4 and indirect disconnections estimated to be caused by each patient's lesion. We then 5 assigned this total disconnection extent measure as the response variable in a correction was used to control the family-wise error rate at 0.05 (Aickin and Gensler, 12 1996). These analyses were also performed after summarizing patient-level functional 13 connectivity z-scores by different network (i.e. within-network and between-network) and 14 hemispheric (i.e. interhemispheric and intrahemispheric) connection types (Fig. S3) . 15 Additional analyses were performed to determine the influence of arbitrary 16 parameter choices on our results (Fig. S4) . To ensure that our results were not 17 dependent on the inclusion of partially damaged parcels in the main analyses, we 18 repeated the analyses while excluding all damaged parcels (Fig. S4a) . To ensure that 19 our results were not dependent on the threshold for determining direct structural 20 disconnections, we repeated the analyses using a 50% threshold for determining direct 21 structural disconnections (Fig. S4b) . To ensure that our results were not dependent on 22 the inclusion of patients with severe hemodynamic lags, we computed voxel-wise lags 23 with respect to the global grey matter signal (Siegel et al., 2015) , and we repeated our 24 analyses after excluding patients with mean interhemispheric hemodynamic lag 25 differences greater than 2 standard deviations from the control mean (Fig. S4c) . Finally, 26 to ensure that our results were not dependent on the use of healthy controls as the 27 reference group for computing functional connectivity z-scores (i.e., that they did not 28 reflect a general consequence of stroke), we repeated the analyses using a subset of 29 22 patients who did not sustain any direct cortico-cortical disconnections as the 30 reference group (Fig. S4d) . These additional analyses all produced highly similar results by the multivariate PLSR lesion-mapping analysis were primarily located within the 1 frontal, temporal, and parietal deep white matter ( Fig. 5d -red voxels) . connections reliably disrupt resting-state functional connectivity between the 25 disconnected region pairs (Fig. 6, see "direct" ). Importantly, they also extend previous showing that damage to intermediary structural connections along the shortest path 28 linking indirectly structurally connected region pairs represents a general mechanism 29 underlying lesion-induced functional connectivity disruptions across the cortex (Fig. 6,   30 see "indirect").
Direct structural disconnections tended to produce more severe functional 1 connectivity disruptions than indirect structural disconnections for positive functional 2 connections (Fig. 6a) . The results of our supplemental analyses suggest that this effect 3 was likely driven primarily by interhemispheric disconnections (Fig. S3b) , which are 4 known to rely heavily on direct anatomical projections (Johnston et al., 2008; Roland et 5 al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015) . This suggests that the relative magnitudes of functional disconnections is therefore an important goal for future studies on this topic.
10
Recent studies have shown that lesion-induced direct structural disconnections 11 are associated with neurodegenerative changes in directly disconnected cortical areas 12 (Cheng et al., 2019; Duering et al., 2015; Foulon et al., 2018; Kuceyeski et al., 2014) .
13
For example, cortical thinning has been reported to occur in both directly disconnected on how structural disconnections impact local regional structure might also incorporate 20 measures of indirect structural disconnection to assess the relative contributions of 21 direct and indirect structural disconnections to changes in local regional structure 22 associated with focal brain lesions. information are therefore an important next step.
19
A second limitation is that our structural connectivity and disconnection measures 20 are obtained by embedding patient lesions into a white matter atlas that was 21 constructed based on diffusion MRI data from healthy individuals. Atlas-based 22 approaches cannot account for differences in white matter anatomy across patients, and 23 there is evidence that such differences may contribute to variable outcomes after stroke 24 (Forkel et al., 2014) . Nonetheless, the advantages of atlas-based approaches make 25 them an attractive option for studying the effects of brain lesions on the structural locations where damage was reliably associated with extensive disconnections (Fig. 5d , 5 see arrows on the figure above) do not show reliable relationships between damage 6 and lesion volume. Control analyses. (a-d) . The plots show the effects obtained when analyses 6 were performed (a) after excluding any damaged regions, (b) using a 50%
